Applying the conjugated circuits method to Clar structures of [n]phenylenes for determining resonance energies.
We consider the aromaticity of biphenylene and structurally related linear or angular [n]phenylenes for which the direct application of the model of conjugated circuits does not offer valid expressions for resonance energy and aromaticity. We located the cause of this problem as being due to Kekulé valence structures in which neighboring benzenoid rings are connected by two CC double bonds. By restricting the selection of Kekulé valence structures to those that contribute to Clar structures of such systems, we were able to show that linear and angular [n]phenylenes have approximately similar resonance energies, with angular [n]phenylenes being slightly more stable due to second order contributions arising from disjoint conjugated circuits. Expressions for resonance energies of [n]phenylenes up to n = 8 are listed and recursion expressions for higher n values are outlined.